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ABSTRACT
A computationally eﬃcient algorithm for selecting the most informative subset of terrestrial signals of opportunity (SOPs) is
proposed. The following problem is considered. An aerial vehicle navigates in an environment where global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) signals are unavailable. The aerial vehicle is equipped with an on-board receiver that extracts pseudorange
observations from an abundant number of M terrestrial SOPs with known locations but unknown dynamic, stochastic clock
error states (bias and drift). An extended Kalman ﬁlter (EKF) is employed to fuse these pseudorange observations to estimate
the aerial vehicle’s states (position and velocity) and the diﬀerence between the aerial vehicle-mounted receiver’s clock error
states and the clock errors of all SOPs. Due to size, weight, power, and cost (SWaP-C) constraints, the aerial vehicle should
select a subset K < M of the available SOPs with which it navigates. Since solving the optimal selection problem is rather
involved, a sub-optimal, yet computationally eﬃcient algorithm, termed opportunistic greedy selection (OGS), is proposed.
The OGS is formulated by exploiting the additive, iterative properties of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM), to minimize
the aerial vehicle’s average position error variance (i.e., A-optimality criterion). Numerical simulations are presented showing
that the proposed OGS algorithm performs comparably with the optimal M choose K selection algorithm, but executes in a
small fraction of the time. Furthermore, experimental results are presented for a U.S. Air Force high-altitude aircraft navigating
without GNSS signals in an environment comprising M = 57 cellular terrestrial SOPs for 9.39 km in 105 s. It is shown that
upon choosing K = 15 SOPs according to the proposed OGS algorithm, the position and velocity root mean square errors
(RMSEs) were 11.45 m and 0.80 m/s, respectively. Monte Carlo results are presented arguing that the results achieved from the
proposed OGS algorithm are very close to what the global optimal selection algorithm would yield.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Modern aerial vehicle navigation systems, whether low altitude unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or high altitude aircraft,
heavily rely on global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signals [1]. However, relying on GNSS alone does not yield a
continuous ﬂow of reliable position, speed, and time estimates [2]. In recent years, GNSS radio frequency interference (RFI)
events have increased dramatically, threatening the safety of ﬂight operations [3] and calling for a reliable alternative to GNSS
signals in the event that these signals become unusable [4].
Signals of opportunity (SOPs) [5,6] have been considered to enable navigation whenever GNSS signals become unusable. SOPs
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can be terrestrial (e.g., AM/FM radio [7, 8], cellular [9–16], WiFi [17, 18], and digital television [19, 20],) or space-based (e.g.,
low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites [21–25]). These signals were not intended for navigation purposes but the literature has shown
that they can be exploited for such purposes. SOPs are abundant, transmitted in a wide range of frequencies, more powerful than
GNSS signals, and geometrically diverse. These inherent attributes of SOPs compensate for the limitations of GNSS signals.
Nevertheless, the SOP states (position, velocity, and clock errors) are typically unknown during navigation, which requires them
(or a subset of them) to be estimated on-the-ﬂy in a process referred to as radio simultaneous localization and mapping (radio
SLAM) [26]. Radio SLAM is analogous to the SLAM problem in the robotics literature [27].
This paper considers the following problem. An aerial vehicle is ﬂying in an environment where GNSS signals are unavailable.
The environment contains an abundant number of M terrestrial SOPs with known locations but unknown dynamic, stochastic
clock error states (bias and drift). The aerial vehicle is assumed to be equipped with an on-board receiver capable of extracting
pseudorange observations from the ambient SOPs’ signals. An extended Kalman ﬁlter (EKF) is employed to fuse these
pseudorange observations to estimate the aerial vehicle’s states (position and velocity) and the diﬀerence between the aerial
vehicle-mounted receiver’s clock error states and the clock errors of all SOPs. Due to hardware and software limitations, the
aerial vehicle is tasked with selecting a subset K < M of the available terrestrial SOPs with which it navigates. Similar
problems have been studied context of sensor and satellite selection. Past literature has shown that the sensor selection problem
can be cast as a convex optimization problem [28–30] or piece-wise convex optimization problem [31, 32], which aim to select
the optimal sensors with respect to a speciﬁc criterion. Furthermore, this problem has also been considered as a greedy sensor
selection problem leveraging submodularity [33, 34], as well as a sensor selection problem based on exploiting the Fisher
information matrix (FIM) [35–38]. It is worth pointing out that the sensor selection problems in the literature typically assume
vehicle navigation via sensor fusion occurring over limited regions (on the order of tens to hundreds of meters). In contrast, this
paper considers aerial vehicle navigation via signal fusion over a large region (on the order of tens to hundreds of kilometers).
This paper found that the selected transmitters are still valid for an aircraft trajectory on the order of several kilometers, since
the SOP geometry with respect to the aircraft are by and large stationary (for suﬃciently faraway SOPs). A similar problem
has also been considered in the context of satellite selection, in which the optimal GNSS satellite selection algorithms focused
on the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) metric [39, 40]. While these algorithms aimed to choose the satellites with
the most favorable spatial distribution via the GDOP metric, this paper aims to maximize the information content from SOP
pseudoranges by utilizing the FIM.
Since solving the optimal selection problem is rather involved, this paper proposes a sub-optimal, yet computationally eﬃcient
algorithm, termed opportunistic greedy selection (OGS). The OGS is formulated by exploiting the additive, iterative properties
of the FIM, to minimize the aerial vehicle’s average position error variance (i.e., A-optimality criterion). Numerical simulations
are presented showing that the proposed OGS algorithm performs comparably with the optimal M choose K selection algorithm,
but executes in a small fraction of the time. Furthermore, experimental results are presented for a U.S. Air Force high-altitude
aircraft navigating without GNSS signals in an environment comprising M = 57 cellular terrestrial SOPs for 9.39 km in 105 s.
It is shown that upon choosing K = 15 SOPs according to the proposed OGS algorithm, the position and velocity root mean
square errors (RMSEs) were 11.45 m and 0.80 m/s, respectively. Monte Carlo results are presented arguing that the results
achieved from the proposed OGS algorithm are very close to what the global optimal selection algorithm would yield.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the psuedorange observation model. Section III
describes the problem formulation, terrestrial SOP selection framework, and provides pseudocode for the proposed selection
algorithm. Section IV presents simulation results comparing the two selection schemes’ performance and computational
complexity. Section V presents experimental results for an U.S. Air Force high-altitude aircraft using the proposed seleciton
algorithm in an emulated GNSS-denied environment. Section VI contains concluding remarks.
II.

PSEUDORANGE OBSERVATION MODEL

The pseudorange observation made by the receiver on the i-th SOP tower is modeled as
zsi (k) = rr (k) − rsi 2 + cδti (k) +vsi (k),
|
{z
}

i = 1, · · · , M,

(1)

hi [x(k)]

where M is the total number of SOPs, rr is the aerial vehicle-mounted receiver’s 3–D position state vector, rsi is the SOP’s
3–D position vector, c is the speed of light, δti is the diﬀerence between the receiver’s and SOP’s clock biases, and vsi is
the measurement noise, which is modeled as a zero-mean white Gaussian sequence with variance σs2i . It is assumed that the
measurement noise is independent across the diﬀerent terrestrial SOP towers. It is assumed that the SOP tower’s position are
known a priori. Furthermore, due to the poor geometric diversity of terrestrial SOPs in the vertical direction (which leads
to large vertical dilution of precision (VDOP) if the aerial vehicle would exclusively rely on SOPs for 3–D navigation), it is
assumed that the aerial vehicle is equipped with an altimeter to determine its altitude. As such, in what follows, the formulation
will only consider the planar aerial vehicle states.

III.

TERRESTRIAL SOP SELECTION FRAMEWORK

This section formulates terrestrial SOP selection problem. Next, it proposes the OGS algorithm for SOP selection, which is
sub-optimal, yet computationally eﬃcient.
1. Problem Formulation
Consider an aerial vehicle with knowledge of its initial states navigating in an environment containing an abundant number of
terrestrial SOPs with known transmitter locations, but unknown clock error states. The aerial vehicle looses access to GNSS
signals and is tasked with navigating by exploiting signals from the terrestrial SOPs. The aerial vehicle is assumed to be
equipped with an on-board receiver capable of extracting pseudorange observations, modeled as (1), from the ambient SOPs’
signals. The aerial vehicle fuses these observations through an estimator (e.g., EKF) to estimate the state vector x containing
the aerial vehicle-mounted receiver’s states and the clock error states between the receiver and the M SOPs. Due to size, weight,
power, and cost (SWaP-C) constraints, the aerial vehicle-mounted receiver is constrained to using a subset (K < M ) of the total
number of terrestrial SOPs. This prompts the question of what is the “best” subset of SOPs to use? Fig. 1 illustrates a real-world
environment in which this problem was encountered in Southern California, USA, where the white pins denote M = 57 cellular
SOPs, which the aerial vehicle-mounted receiver was simultaneously tracking as it traveled along the green trajectory.
The transmitter selection problem can be cast as the following optimization problem
minimize J [S]
S

subject to

z(k) = h[x(k)]
n(S) = K,

where J (·) denotes a desired cost function (e.g., GDOP, A-optimality, E-optimality, etc.) [41,42], S is the set of selected SOPs,
and n(·) denotes the cardinality of the set (i.e., number of elements in the set). This optimization problem is computationally
involved to solve in real-time due to the integer constraints. Instead of directly solving the above optimization problem, the OGS
algorithm is proposed, which is discussed next.

SOP Towers

Aerial vehicle trajectory

Figure 1: Problem motivation. Terrestrial SOP towers (white) in the environment along with the aerial vehicle’s trajectory (green). Using all
57 SOP towers to navigate the aerial vehicle would violate SWaP-C constraints. As such, it is desired to choose the “best” subset of SOPs to
use to navigate the aerial vehicle.

2. Fisher Information Matrix-Based Approach
The proposed OGS algorithm aims to select the transmitters yielding the most informative observations. This motivates adopting
an FIM-based approach to construct the selection algorithm’s cost function. The FIM is given as [43]
"

T #
∂ln p(z|x)
∂ln p(z|θ)
I(x) = E
,
(2)
∂x
∂x
where p(z|x) is the likelihood function of the measurements z parameterized by the states x. Since the pseudrorange observation
model (1) is assumed to have additive Gaussian noise, and the observations {zsi }M
i=1 are assumed to be independent, the FIM
associated with the i-th SOP tower simpliﬁes to [44]
Ii (x) =

1
σs2i
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T

i = 1, . . . , M.

,

(3)

This simpliﬁed FIM form provides the information content associated with the i-th observation, which is similar to the notion
of information matrix associated with observations (IMAO) discussed in the robotics literature [45].
The additive property of information from diﬀerent sources will be utilized in the OGS algorithm [46]. Denoting the (prior)
information content associated with a subset of SOPs as Iprior (x) and the information associated with the i-th SOP as
Ii (x), then the (posterior) information content associated with updating the SOP subset to include the i-th SOP is essentially
Iposterior,i (x) = Iprior (x) + Ii (x).
3. Transmitter Selection Algorithm
The proposed OGS algorithm is based on selecting the SOP subset that would minimize the aerial vehicle-mounted receiver’s
position error uncertainty. To this end, the information content associated with the receiver’s position states will be maximized.
The proposed OGS algorithm employs the EKF described in [47] to compute the FIMs, and the upper 2 × 2 block corresponding
to the position states Irr is used in the cost function evaluation. The cost function J will be chosen as the A-optimality
criterion [48]: the trace of the posterior estimation error covariance (equivalently, the trace of the inverse of the FIM), namely
J [S] , tr

"
X
S

Irr ,i

#−1

,

(4)

It is worth noting that the equivalent Fisher Information Matrix (EFIM) [49, 50], which considers the information associated
with the receiver’s position states and non-position states, could also be employed.
The OGS proceeds as follows. First, an exhaustive search is performed to select the two SOPs containing the largest information
content Ii (x), according to the A-optimality criterion. This exhaustive search is necessary to ensure that the system is observable
before implementing the OGS strategy. In [47], it was shown that at least two SOPs with known locations are necessary to
guarantee observability. Next, the information associated with each of the remaining SOPs Ii (x) (i.e., excluding the two already
selected) is calculated, the one with the highest information (as evaluated by the A-optimality criterion) is added to the selection
subset, and the posterior FIM is updated accordingly. This process of evaluating the information content from the remaining
SOPs continues until the selection subset contains the desired number of SOPs. Algorithm 1 details the proposed OGS steps.
IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents simulation results to analyze the performance and computational cost of the proposed OGS algorithm
versus that of the optimal selection algorithm (obtained by exhaustive search).

Algorithm 1 Opportunistic greedy selection algorithm
Input: K, Prr (0|0), {Irr ,i }M
i=1 , xsop = {1, . . . , M }
Output: SOP indices contained in the selection subset S
1: Initialize an empty set S = φ
−1
2: Deﬁne the prior FIM as Iprior = [Prr (0|0)]
3: Perform an exhaustive search for the initial two transmitters
4: Choose the two transmitters which minimize
"
#−1 
2
X
 , ∀j1 , j2 = 1, . . . , M ; j1 6= j2
j1∗ , j2∗ = argmin tr  Iprior +
Irr ,jℓ
j1 ,j2

ℓ=1

5: Add the selected transmitters’ indices to subset as S ∪ j1∗ ∪ j2∗
6: Delete selected transmitter from original set as xsop = xsop \ {j1∗ , j2∗ }
7: Update the prior FIM with the selected SOPs
Iprior = Iprior + Irr ,j1∗ + Irr ,j2∗
8: for α = 3 : K do
9:
Compute the posterior FIM for all transmitters, excluding those in S
Iposterior,i = Iprior + Irr ,i ,
10:

∀i = 1, . . . , M \ {S}

Choose the transmitter which minimizes the receiver’s average position uncertainty (A-optimality)
i
h
i∗ = argmin tr I−1
posterior,i
i

11:
12:
13:

Add the selected transmitter index to subset as S ∪ i∗
Delete selected transmitter from original set as xsop = xsop \ {i∗ }
Update the prior FIM with the selected SOP
Iprior = Iprior + Irr ,i∗

14: end for
15: return S
1. Simulation Settings
The simulated environment consisted of M = 30 terrestrial SOP towers with known locations. The aerial vehicle was assumed
to move with velocity random walk dynamics, while making pseudorange observations to these SOPs, which are fused through
an EKF as described in [47]. It was assumed that the aerial vehicle had a known vertical position, which reduces the aerial
vehicle’s position states estimated in the EKF to the planar states. The aerial vehicle had initial access to GNSS signals, leading
to knowledge of its initial states (position, velocity, clock bias, and clock drift), after which the aerial vehicle looses access to
GNSS. During the period of GNSS availability, the vehicle chooses the best K < M SOPs to be used to navigate with, once
GNSS signals are cut oﬀ. The aerial vehicle’s process noise spectral density was assumed to be q̃x = q̃y = 0.1 m2 /s3 and the
sampling period was set to T = 0.01 s. The aerialvehicle-mounted receiver’s clock was assumed to be a typical oven-controlled
−23 −1
crystal oscillator (OCXO) with {h0,r , h−2,r } = 8.0 × 10−20 s,
, while the SOPs’ clocks were assumed to
 4.0 × 10−22 s
s, 4.0 × 10−26 s−1 .
be equipped with a high-quality OCXO with {h0,si , h−2,si } = 2.6 × 10
The EKF initial state estimate x̂(0|0) was generated from x̂(0|0) ∼ N [x(0|0), P(0|0)], where P(0|0) is the EKF initial estimation error covariance. The aerial vehicle-mounted receiver’s initial state vector was assumed to be xr (0|0) =
[0, 50, 15, 0, 10, 1]T and the initial clock error state vector for all M SOPs was assumed to be xclk (0|0) = [1, 0.1]T .
The measurement noise variance was assumed to be σs2i = 25 m2 , ∀i = 1, . . . , M . The initial estimation error covariance matrices of the receiver and the SOPs’ clock error states were chosen to be Pr (0|0) = diag[25, 25, 9, 9] and
Psi (0|0) = diag[30 × 103 , 0.3 × 103 ].

2. Generating Terrestrial SOP Locations
The cellular SOP network was modeled as a binomial point process (BPP), where the horizontal positions of the M SOPs
are independently and uniformly distributed over an annular region centered at the aerial vehicle’s current position O, i.e.,
BO (dmin , dmax ) = π(d2max − d2min ) [51], where dmax is the maximum distance for which ranging signals can be detected by the
receiver and dmin is the minimum distance required for the far-ﬁeld assumption to hold (See Fig. 2(a) for M = 30). The location
of the i-th SOP is represented in terms of its range Ri and its aerial vehicle-to-SOP bearing angle θi by (Ri cos(θi ), Ri sin(θi )),
as shown in Fig. 2(b).
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(b)
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Figure 2: (a) BPP realization with M = 30 SOPs. (b) Parameterization of the i-th SOP’s position.

3. Numerical Results
Two selection algorithms were considered. The ﬁrst algorithm was to perform an exhaustive M choose K selection, i.e.,
M
M!
K = (M−K)!K! , to provide the optimal transmitter selection by calculating the global optimum solution to the transmitter
selection optimization problem. Note that this algorithm is extremely computationally extensive. The second algorithm is the
the proposed OGS algorithm, which provides a sub-optimal, yet computationally eﬃcient, transmitter selection.
The environment shown in Fig. 2 comprising M = 30 terrestrial SOPs is simulated and it is assumed that the aerial vehicle
wants to select K = 15 SOPs.
The solutions resulting from the algorithms, M choose K and proposed OGS, are displayed in Fig. 3. Note that the both
algorithm yielded comparable selection. The A-optimality, E-optimality, and GDOP performance metrics are utilized to quantify
the estimation performance of the selected SOPs. The A-optimality measure corresponds to the average variance of the state
estimates and the E-optimality measure corresponds to the length of the largest axis of the uncertainty covariance ellipsoid [41].
Table 1 presents the performance values attained for the two algorithms.
As expected, the M choose K selection algorithm yielded the best performance metric values for the A-optimality criterion.
It also yielded the best performance for the E-optimality and the the GDOP criteria. Nevertheless, the OGS algorithm was
not too far behind. Moreover, the OGS algorithm was quite close to the optimal cost function evaluation. Speciﬁcally, the
M choose K global minimum was found to be J [Irr (S ∗ )] = 49.6915 whereas the OGS local minimum was found to be
J [Irr (S)] = 49.7065. It is important to note that the optimal M choose K selection came at the price of computational cost
(i.e., run-time). The M choose K algorithm took 10 hours to run on a computer with processor base frequency @ 3.00 GHz
and CPU with 8-cores, 8-threads; whereas the OGS algorithm took only 7.5 millisecond to run.
Table 1: Performance Metric Comparison for Selection Algorithms
tr[I−1
rr (S)]

λmax [I−1
rr (S)]

GDOP

Time to Run

M Choose K

49.6915

24.8462

0.577

10.03 hours

OGS

49.7065

24.8620

0.592

7.50 milliseconds

M Choose K (Optimal)

y (m)

OGS (Sub-Optimal)

y (m)

x (m)
(a)

x (m)
(b)

Figure 3: Selection algorithm comparison. (a) M choose K. (b) Opportunistic Greedy Selection

4. Computational Cost
The computational cost of using the optimal M choose K algorithm grows exponentially [52], while it grows linearly for the
OGS algorithm. Fig. 4 compares the time to run each algorithm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Time to run of selection algorithms: (a) M choose K. (b) OGS.

V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section demonstrates the eﬃcacy of the proposed OGS algorithm in selecting a “manageable” subset of terrestrial SOP
pseudoranges to navigate an aircraft in a real-world environment.
In March 2020, a joint eﬀort between the Autonomous Systems Perception, Intelligence, and Navigation Laboratory (ASPIN)
and Edwards Air Force Base (AFB), California, U.S.A. led to week-long ﬂights in a mission called “SNIFFER: Signals of
opportunity for Navigation In Frequency-Forbidden EnviRonments.” The ﬂights took place on a Beechcraft C12 Huron, a
ﬁxed-wing U.S. Air Force aircraft, ﬂown by members of the USAF Test Pilot School (TPS).
The C-12 aircraft was equipped with a quad-channel universal software radio peripheral (USRP)-2955, three consumer-grade

800/1900 MHz Laird cellular antennas, GPS antenna, a solid-state drive for data storage, and a laptop computer running ASPIN
Laboratory’s software-deﬁned radio (SDR), called MATRIX: Multichannel Adaptive TRansceiver Information eXtractor, for
real-time monitoring of the cellular signals [16,53,54]. Furthermore, the equipment necessary for the experiment was assembled
at the ASPIN Laboratory on a special rack provided by the U.S. Air Force and was mounted on the C-12 aircraft. MATRIX
produces the navigation observables, i.e., Doppler frequency, carrier phase, and pseudorange. The experimental hardware setup
is shown in Fig. 5.
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GPS antennas

C-12 aircraft \Ms. Mabel"

Cellular antennas

|

3 Laird antennas

{z
}

Quad-channel
USRP-2955

Layer A
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Power strip A

|
{z
}

Hardware setup

Power
strip
B
4G @ 731.5 MHz, T-Mobile
or 4G @ 1955 MHz, AT&T

Aircraft GPS antenna

4G @ 751MHz, Verizon
or 4G @ 739 MHz, AT&T
or 4G @ 2145 MHz, T-Mobile
3G @ 881.52 MHz, Verizon

Aircraft
navigation
system

Figure 5: Hardware setup equipped to the C-12 aircraft.

The C-12 aircraft fused both pseudorange observations and altimeter measurements in an EKF-based navigation ﬁlter. The
environment was comprised of M = 57 terrestrial cellular SOPs, where the aircraft was tasked with selecting a subset of
K = 15 with which to navigate after GNSS cutoﬀ. The aircraft’s state vector was initialized with [r̂r (0|0)T , r̂˙ r (0|0)T ]T =
[−8.97, 6.86, 1982.53, 85.21, −11.53, 0.28]T, whereas the modiﬁed clock error states of each SOP was initialized using
the pseudorange observations from the initial two time epochs. Speciﬁcally, the clock bias was initialized as cδti (0|0) =
˙ i (0|0) = 1 [zsi (1) − zsi (0) − krr (1) − rsi k2 + krr (0) − rsi k2 ],
zsi (0) − krr (0) − rsi k2 and the clock drift was initialized as cδt
T
respectively.
ˆ˙ 1 (0|0), . . . , cδt
ˆ K (0|0),
ˆ 1 (0|0), cδt
Therefore, the initial state vector was constructed as x̂(0|0) = [r̂r (0|0)T , r̂˙ r (0|0)T , cδt
ˆ˙ K (0|0)]T with a corresponding initial estimation error covariance deﬁned as P(0|0) = diag[100·I3×3 , 10·I3×3 , 108 , 10, . . . ,
cδt
108 , 10]T . The receiver’s clock covariance Qclk,r was set to correspond to a typical OCXO with h0,r = 9.4 × 10−20 s and
h−2,r = 3.8×10−21 s−1 . The SOPs’ clock covariance Qclk,si was set to correspond to a typical OCXO with h0,si = 8.0×10−20
s and h−2,si = 4.0 × 10−23 s−1 . Furthermore, the aircraft’s dynamics were assumed to evolve according to a velocity random
walk model [55], with q̃x = q̃y = 5 m2 /s3 and q̃z = 0.1 m2 /s3 being the x, y, and z continuous-time acceleration noise spectra
and the sampling time T = 0.01 s. The measurement covariance R was assumed to be time-varying and proportional to the
inverse of the carrier-to-noise ratio at each time step.
The OGS algorithm was implemented to choose a selection subset S consisting of K = 15 SOPs after access to GNSS signals
was cut oﬀ. The selected SOPs from the OGS algorithm are denoted by the red pins whereas the non-selected SOPs are denoted
by white pins in Fig. 6(a). The aircraft ﬁnished navigated along the green trajectory in Fig. 6(a) for 9.39 km in 105 s, by
utilizing the selected SOPs. The aircraft’s position and velocity root mean square error (RMSEs) were found to be 11.45 m and
0.80 m/s, respectively. The OGS algorithm ran in 25.5 ms and the navigation ﬁlter ran in 18.33 s, which makes this selection
scheme and navigation framework readily implementable in real-time. It should be noted, the optimal solution (i.e., global
minimum) for SOP selection is impractical to compute using the M choose K algorithm due to formidable time it would take
to run. In light of this, 10,000 Monte Carlo runs were performed in an attempt to capture the range of best-to-worst selections.
The randomized parameter for the MC runs was the selection subset S.
Table 2 summarizes the navigation performance with the proposed OGS selection versus the range of obtained performance
(i.e., [minimum, maximum]) with the MC selection. Table 3 shows the A-optimality cost function, E-optimality measure, and
GDOP performance metrics resulting from the OGS algorithm.

Fig. 6(b) plots the histogram of the position and velocity RMSEs from the MC runs. These ﬁgures provides insight into the
error distribution of the aircraft’s navigation solution for the ensemble of randomized realizations. Notice, the OGS algorithm’s
position RMSE value is placed in the left-most histogram bin which, implying that the OGS’s navigation solution is close to the
navigation solution obtained when using the best MC realization.
OGS

C-12 Aircraft

OGS
9.39 km

Non-Selected Transmitters
Selected Transmitters
(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Experimental layout and results using the proposed OGS algorithm for transmitter selection during the aircraft’s ﬂight. (b)
Histogram of the position and velocity RMSEs due to 10,000 diﬀerent randomized transmitter selections versus the proposed OGS
algorithm’s RMSEs, marked with a red dashed line.

Table 2: Performance of Navigation Solution
Selection Type

Pos. RMSE [m]

Vel. RMSE [m/s]

Max Pos. Error [m]

Max Vel. Error [m/s]

Opportunistic Greedy Selection (OGS)

11.4513

0.8026

26.8908

4.3277

10,000 MC Simulations

[8.0739, 157.4984]

[0.6587, 2.7495]

[11.6528, 327.6256]

[4.3112, 10.1685]

Table 3: Performance Metrics for Opportunistic Greedy Selection

Opportunistic Greedy Selection (OGS)

VI.



tr I−1
rr (S)



λmax I−1
rr (S)

GDOP

Time to Run

200.99

100.00

0.62

25.50 ms

CONCLUSION

This paper presented a computationally eﬃcient algorithm to choose the most informative subset of terrestrial SOPs to use for
navigation purposes. The proposed OGS algorithm is formulated by exploiting the additive, iterative properties of the FIM, to
minimize the aerial vehicle’s average position error variance. Numerical simulations are presented showing that the proposed
OGS algorithm performs comparably with the optimal M choose K selection algorithm, but executes in a small fraction of

the time. Experimental results are presented for a U.S. Air Force high-altitude aircraft navigating without GNSS signals in an
environment comprising M = 57 cellular terrestrial SOPs for 9.39 km in 105 s. It is shown that upon choosing K = 15 SOPs
according to the proposed OGS algorithm, the position and velocity root mean square errors (RMSEs) were 11.45 m and 0.80
m/s, respectively. Monte Carlo results are presented arguing that the results achieved from the proposed OGS algorithm are
very close to what the global optimal selection algorithm would yield.
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